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ABSTRACT. An expression in terms of Schur's Q-functions of all weight vectors is given
for the polynomial realization of the basic A^'-module. Consequently it is shown that
certain Q-functions solve the reduced BKP hierarchies.

RESUME. Nous donnons une expression en termes de fonctions Q de Schur de tous les

vecteurs de poids de la representation basique de 1'algebre de Lie A^/ dans sa realisa-
tion polynomiale. Nou5 en deduisons que certaines fonctions Q de Schur resolvent les
hierarchies BKP reduites.

In. 1981 Date et al. introduced a KP like hierarchy ofnonlinear differential equations,
which has a symmetry of the infinite orthogonal Lie algebra and is now called the KP
hierarchy of B type or BKP hierarchy for short, hi this presentation we will give an
explicit expression of the weighted homogeneous polynomial solutions to the "reduced"
BKP hieraj-chies.

Let V = C[*i, ^3, f5,... ] be a polynomial ring of infinitely many variables t =
(<i)*3, ^5, .. . ). The BKP hierarchy is described by the following generating function
of Hirota bilineaj- equations [DJKM]:

^ qk{2z)qk(-2D) exp(^Di + ̂ £'3 + . . . }(r(t) . r(f)) = 0.
jfc=l

Here 2; = (zi, ^,... ) are indeterrmn. ates and the polynomial qk{z) is defined by

00

^ qk{z)\k = exp(^iA + Z3>3 +... ).
fc=0

The symbol Dj stands for the Hirota derivative with respect to the variable tj and we
denote D == (PI , Ds /3, Ps/5,... ).
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Fix a natural number I aad put r = 2/+ 1. The r-reduced BKP hierarchy means the
Hirota equations where the variables tkr (k ^ 1) are thought to be 0. Hence the story
of r-reduced BKP hierarchy is developed on the space

Vr = C[tj-, j ^ 1 is odd and not a positive multiple of r].

For a polynomial P(t)   V, we denote by P(t) the polynomial in Vr obtained by
putting tkr =OfoT k > 1. It is known that there is an acton of the affine Lie algebra
of type A\/ on the space Vr. This action is a highest weight in-educible representation
and is called the basic representation of this affine Lie algebra [Kj. The space offormaJ.
solutions to the r-reduced BKP hierarchy is obtained as the corresponding "group"
orbit in a certain completion Vr through the highest weight vector 1  . Vr under this
representation [DJKM].

Next we give the weight vectors of the basic representation on Vr. To this end we
recall Schur's Q-functions [M]. Let -X'i,... , Xn be mdeterminates. The Hall-Littlewood
symmetric function indexed by the Young diagram Y = (mi,... , mn) (mi >....>
mn >. 0) is defined by

*.

i»!

Qy(Xi,..., X.;g)=II(9;^, ^
J-=l wgSn/S?;

w xm l---x^ n
m, >mj

(X. -gX,)

 

-^-)

where g is a parameter, p, j = ^:{i;m, = j'} is the multiplicity of j in V, (q; q) = n^i(l-
qi) and ©^ is the subgroup of the symmetric group ©n consisting of permutations w
such that mu, (, ) = m; for all i. As a specialization g = -1 we get Schur's Q-function
Qy(-X'i,... , ^'n). It is obvious that Q[X\^... , Xn) = 0 unless V is a strict Young
diagram, i. e., /jj ^ 1 for j ^ 1. If we put tj = 2(X^ + ... + X^)/j for positive
odd integers j, the Q-functions tura out to be weighted homogeneous polynomials of
<=(*!, <3,... ):

^(')=E^(-D^-^.
Here the summation nms over all Young diagrams Y = (m[,... , m' ) consisting of odd
niimbers m^-, ̂  denotes the multiplicity oi j in V/, and X^-, {-\~) is an integer which,
although we do not inake explicit, can be computed directly from the character table of
projective representations of the symmetric group. Our Gist claim is the following.

Proposition 1. The basic representation of A^' on Vr {r = 21+1) has a base consisting
of the weight vectors Q(t'}, where Y = (mi,.. . , m2<i) (mi > .. . > m-id ̂  0) u a strict
Young diagram such that every mj is not a positive multiple of r.

Every affine Lie algebra has the so-called fundamental imaginary root 8. Let ao,... a;
be the simple roots of A\/ in the standard notation. Then we have S = 2(ao + . .. +

Sl
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o;;_i) + Cti [K]. Next we describe a recipe to choose weight vectors of weight 8 -x. \ for a
given weight vector of weight A. Suppose we are given a weight vector QY^ ) of weight
A, where Y = (mi, ... , rn, -^) is a Young diagram as in Proposition 1. Then one of the
following possible "moves" Y i-> Y' is permitted to have weight A - J:

(1) Replace mj by mj+r for some j and arrange the sequence into decreasing order
to have a new strict Young diagram Y .

(2) Add 2 rows {k, r-k) {1 <, k < I) and arrange to have a new strict Young
diagram Y .

One can say that it is nothing but to remove an "r-bar" to obtain strict Young diagram
of weight A+^ [0].

The weight A is said to be maxima! if A +^ is not a weight. It is known that the
totality ofmaximal weights of the basic representation of A^' is given by the Weyl group
orbit through the highest weight, and hence each maxima! weight is of multiplicity 1.
Since the Weyl group can be seen as a subgroup of the group corresponding to the affine
Lie algebra, the maximal weight vectors are polynomial solutions to the r-reduced BKP
hierarchy. la view of the above rule, we have the following description of maxima!
weight vectors.

Theorem 2. Schur's Q-function QY^') is a maximal weight vector of the basic repre-
sentation of A^) if and only if the strict Young diagram Y has no r-bars; equivalently,
the shift symmetric Young diagram YofY has no r-hooks.

Taking the limit / -). oo (r ^- oo) we see that the Q-function QvW of any strict
Young diagram Y solves the non-reduced BKP hierarchy [Y].

A similar argument is available for " 2Z-reduction" of the BKP hierarchy, in which
case the basic representation of the affine Lie algebra D\^ plays a role of syinmetry
[NY]. And also one can choose a suitable weight base of the basic representation of A\
realized on the space V, which consists of reduced Schur functions. This representa-
tion corresponds to the KdV hierarchy and m this case the Littlewood-Richardson rule
appears in the linear relations among weight vectors [ANY].
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